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Abstract: Betty Ann Wagner (died c.2012) started Wayfarer’s Ministries in 1979. Wayfarer’s Ministries was created to help with small needs overlooked by larger missions organizations. This is a collection of Betty Ann Wagner’s newsletters, called “Wayfarers Ministry” newsletter, or Monthly Report Letters, 1982-2009. Her long monthly newsletters contain many quotations from letters sent by grateful students had returned to the ministry outside North America.
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Biography/Administrative History
Betty Ann Wagner (died c.2012) started Wayfarer’s Ministries in 1979. Wayfarer’s Ministries was created to help with small needs overlooked by larger missions organizations. Ms. Wagner had previously worked with Bob Pierce and the Samaritan’s Purse ministry. Ms. Wagner and her sister Juanita are also remembered for their brief pen pal letter exchange with Anne Frank (1929-1945). The letters are with the Simon Wiesenthal Center’s Belt Hashoah Museum of Tolerance.
Scope and Content of Collection
This is a collection of Betty Ann Wagner’s newsletters, called “Wayfarers Ministry” newsletter, or Monthly Report Letters, 1982-2009.
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